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Abstract 
Pressure oscillations in ramjet erLgines are 
appro1ximated as one-dimensional motioILs and 
treat.~d within linear acoustics. The e~:haust 
nozzle is represented by the admittance function 
for a short choked nozzle. New results have 
been obtained for the quasi- steady resp'lnse of a 
norm,a.l shock wave in the diIfuser. Acoustic 
fields in the inlet region and in the combustion 
chamber a.re matched to provide an analytical 
expression of the criterion for linear stability. 
Combustion processes are accommodated but not 
treated in detail. As examples, data are dis-
cussed for two liquid-fueled engines, one having 
axial dump and one having side dumps. 
I. Introduc tion 
The high density and rate of energy release 
in a ,combustion chamber favor excitation and 
maintenance of pressure oscillations. T1 com-
pensa ting influences acting to attenuate the 
osciUations are weak, then unsteady motions in 
the now field may interfere with propel' opera-
tion Clf the system. Recent concern (reifs. 1, 
Z.l with pressure oscillations observed in ramjet 
engines prompted the work discussed in this 
paper. 
Experience with other systems showing 
similar problems - called generically "combus-
tion instabilities" - is the basis for the view-
point and approach taken here. The oscillations 
are regarded in first apprOximation i18 small 
amplitude acoustic waves propagating in a steady 
non-uniform flow field. One may then construct 
a fra:mework for examining the iniluencl~s of 
variolLls processes on the structure of tlle waves 
and an their linear stability. 
Stability may be expressed in terms of the 
gains and losses of energy for the acoustic 
WaVe!l. An unstable wave appears, to ,U1 ob-
server, as a seli-excited oscillation grc)wing ex-
ponen.tially in time without limit, iI the net gain 
of en'ergy exceeds the net loss. In actual 
syste:ms the growth of unstable waves does not 
continue indefinitely, a consequence of nonlinear 
behavior which we will not examine here (ref. 
3). 
The source of energy for unstable waves is 
ultim,ately associated with combustion. Energy 
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flows to and from the acoustic fields as a con-
sequence of interactions between the unsteady 
fluctuations and steady processes of combustion 
and flow. Representing those interactions poses 
the greatest diIficulties in treating problems of 
combustion instability. In this work we accom-
modate them in a general fashion, but we do not 
analyze them in detail. 
An instability in a propulsion system may 
usually be characterized by a small number of 
frequencies. These inevitably are close to the 
frequencies of the natural acoustic modes for 
the internal cavity of the system. The mech-
anisms for energy exchange with the a.coustic 
waves also cause the frequencies to differ from 
those computed according to classical acoustics 
without combustion and !low; the shiLts are 
usually small and often unobservable. Most 
previous work on oscillations in ramjets bas 
dealt with" screech", or instabilities having 
relatively high frequencies, usually several 
kilohertz or more. The waves excited were 
essentially transverse acoustic modes for a 
cylindrical chamber. Contemporary engines of 
the sort discussed here exhibit more trouble-
some lower frequency instabilities closely re-
lated to longitudinal modes. The primary cause 
for concern with these oscillations is their 
effect on the inlet shock system and therefore 
on the usable pressure recovery of the engine. 
It appears that only in Russian work has 
attention been seriously paid "to longitudinal 
oscillations. Published accounts (refs. 3 and 4) 
are based largely on calculations which are in-
adequate for the problems we treat here. The 
approach followed here is therefore considerably 
diIferent. 
Compared with rocket engines, ramjets 
have two characteristics which produce some 
distinctive diIferences in the pressure oscilla-
tions observed: combustion is confined to a 
chamber which is a substantial part but not the 
whole of the volume of the system; and an im-
portant boundary condition is presented by the 
shock system located at the forward end of the 
inlet duct. The Mach number of the average 
flow in the inlet can be quite high and should 
not be ignored, whereas the Mach number of 
the flow in the combustion chamber is generally 
SInall. 
In Section II the acoustics problem is 
formulated. We use a one-dimensional approxi-
mation to represent the fields in both the inlet 
duct and the combustion chamber. Boundary 
·condi.tions are specified as admittance functions 
for a. choked nozzle at the exhaust plane and for 
a sUlLgle normal shock at the entrance plane. 
The solutions for the two chanlbers aru matched 
at the entrance to the combustion cham.ber, the 
"dUll'lLp plane". 
We have the unusual opportunity to cOnlpare 
data for pressure oscillations observed in two 
engin.es, LFRED and LlFRAM, having '~ery dif-
feren.t geometrical configurations. The LFRED 
engin.e has an axial du=p with a single inlet, 
and LIFRAM has two inlets with a side dump 
arrangement. The differences appear b.ere 
mainly in the structure of the acoustic oscilla-
tions excited in the combustion chambe:r. 
The boundary condition presented to the 
acoustic field by the inlet shock is more im-
portant and interesting than we anticipated. This 
problem is treated in Section ill, giving the real 
and inlaginary parts of the admittance function 
for quasi- steady behavior of a normal shockwave. 
Fortunately, data have been obtaiJ:led at 
sevel~al locations in the engines. The pressure 
reco]~ds have been filtered and analyzeci to give 
the distributions of both amplitude and relative 
phaSI! in both engines. These are compared 
with the theoretical results in Section IV. This 
appe.Lrs to be the first detailed treatInent of the 
phaSI! distribution in an engine of any sort. The 
results suggest that more attention should be 
paid to this characteristic. DifIerence:, in the 
phaSI! distributions helped guide the modelling of 
the acoustic fields in the two engines treated 
here. More specifically, the relative phases 
measured in the inlet ducts constitute a signifi-
cant check of the calculations of the admittance 
function for a normal shock wave. 
The amalgamation of analysis and experi-
ment provides the basis for drawing quite defi-
nite ,c;onclusions in respect to the obset'Ved be-
havior, and suggests some guidelines feJr design. 
Thes,e matters are discussed in Section V. 
II. Formulation of the Acoustics P:~oblem 
Figure 1 is a sketch of the geome~try, an 
idealized representation of several contemporary 
engin.es using du=p combustors. Observation of 
the u.nsteady behavior suggest that the !lower 
frequency oscillations do not involve sil~nificant 
transverse motions anywhere in the engine, even 
with ,side-dump inlets. Hence, the analysis here 
is based on a one-dimensional model for a 
device h&ving a coaxial inlet. Within this frame-
work" a case with side-dump inlets is treated 
simply by using the appropriate to.tal ~]~09S­
sectiCJn areas. For example, So In F1E~ure 1, 
the area at the position of the inlet shock, is 
really the sum of the areas where the inlet 
shoc~;s are located in the multiple inlets. 
Two examples motivate the analysis. The 
LFRl::D and LlFRAM engines sketched below in 
Figul~es 11 and 12. The first has a coa,xial du=p 
c,onfiguration with high inlet Mach number and 
large blockage at the entrance to the c()mbustor. 
In contrast, LIFRAM has two side-du=p inlets 
with little blockage. Emphasis is placed on 
conditions at the entrance to the combustor 
because although LFRED exhibits a wave mode in 
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Fig. 1. Typical Geometry for a Ramjet Engine 
with a Du=p Combustor. 
the combustor, the pressure in LlFRAM has been 
observed to be nearly u.niform in the combustion 
chanlber, while oscillating under unsteady con-
ditions. Part of the purpose here is to show 
how both sorts of behavior can be obtained from 
a single analysis. 
Imagine that the engine is divided into two 
parts, the inlet and the combustion chamber, for 
each of which we postulate a representation of 
the acoustic field. The forms are chosen to 
satisfy the boundary conditions at the inlet dif-
fuser and combustor. 
Z. 1 Boundary Conditions and Admittance Functions 
Boundary conditions will be specified as 
admittance functions. The definition of an ad-
mittance function is illustrated in Figure Z and 
is given by the formula * 
A = ~, ·n/a 
p eli' p 
- - ~'·n 
=pa-pt 
_ _ _ .1. 
(2. 1) 
where a. = (i'p.lp.)i average speed of sound 
1 1 1 
in the inlet: mean values will always be denoted 
by (-). It is important to note that the unit 
normal vector n always points outward from the 
column enclosed by the boundary. Thus, for 
example, in the case of oscillations only in the 
z-direction, when the region of interest lies in 
o < z < L then~'·n = - u' at z = 0, and 
- - I Z ~, . it + u' at z = L. From the definition of 
z 
mass flux, m = p u, the fluctuations to first 
order are 
(2.2) 
* Fluctuations denoted by .. ()' contain the time 
dependence: ql'(z, t) = cp(z) exp(- iwt). 
~~ ~~ 
30'4 J=-J. 
-i ... ' -.I ~I-~ ... ow'- }4, At 
I... I iej .... = -'Wl -.".., I -- .... :I + lIotJ 
(a) I/,) 
Fig. Z. Illustration for the Definition of 
AdInittance Functions. 
so if here we admit mean Clow, (Z. Z) can be 
writtl!n 
- - [m' . n ,;: A~ A: p a -=-- -~u'n
p p' P p' 
Let m : ~. n be the average mass flwe through 
the b'lundary, and the last relation is 
-[m" n/m Lfi.] A : yM _ - _ 
p'lp p'lp 
(2.3) 
where M : ~/a is the Mach number of the mean 
flow. This definition will be used for the ad-
mittaJ:lce function applied to the inlet and exit 
plane:, in Figure 1. 
2. 2 Acous tic Field in the Inlet 
To simplify the analysis, we ignol~e varia-
tions of cross-sectional area. The rapid changes 
in the: diffuser section will appear indir'ectly 
throul~h their influence on the admittance func-
tion for the shock wave. Thus, we tre:iLt the 
probl.=m of acoustic waves in a uniform flow 
field. If distributed losses in the inlet are ig-
nored, a very good approximation, the governing 
acoustics equations are 
-
au' au' +~ 
= 0 (2.4) Pi at + p.u. 3Z az 1 1 
~ ~ + au' 0 (2.5) + u. YPi ai" = at 1 az 
where: ( )i denotes values in the inlet duct and 
u' sta.nds for u~. The field consists of a wave 
travelling to the left and a wave travell:ing to the 
right; in steady state the, ,superposition is a _ 
3 
stationary wave pattern. 
to (2.4) and (2.5) are 
Appropriate solutions 
ik+z 
p'=C?+e +Pe 
-ik z -iwt 
- ]e 
-ik z -iwt (2. 6)a, b 
- ] e 
in which the wave to the right (left) is denoted 
by + (-). Substitution of (2.6) a, b into (2.4) 
and (2. 5) eventually leads to four linear equa-
tions relating the coefficients P +, P _, U +, U _. 
The condition for non- trivial solutions gives 
formulas for k+ and k _: 
k =--L 
+ I+M. 
k 
1 
: --L 
I-M. 
1 
(2.7) 
The equations may then be used to relate the 
coeiIicients: 
u+ = 
_ 1_ P 
-- + 
U = 
_1 _ 
P 
p.a. 
1 1 
p.a. 
1 1 
so (2.6) a,b may be written 
iKz -iKz 
p' = (p + e + P e ] e 
-i(wt+ M.Kz) 
1 
(2.8) 
iKz 
u' = _1_ (P+e 
(2. 9)a, b 
-iKz -i(wt+ M.Kz) 
-Pe]e 1 
and 
Piai 
K=.....!L-= 
1-'F.? 
1 
(w - ial/a. 
1 
1 - 'F.? 
1 
(2. 10) 
Note that the wavenumber is complex, the im-
aginary part, a/a.~ being nonzero because of 
1 
losses in the system. 
Treated in this way, the inlet appears as 
a classical impedance tube with mean-flow. The 
source of the leftward moving wave is the com-
bustion chamber which we examine below. In 
steady state the leftward moving wave is re-
flected from the diIIuser, generating the right-
ward moving wave. Both have constant ampli-
tude and so far as the stationary interference 
in the inlet is concerned, most details of the 
reflection process are unimportant. The in-
fluence of the diffuser is represented by an 
admittance function, Ao, which is set at the 
origin, z = O. In Section ill we discuss calcu-
lations of the admittance function for the simp-
lest case of reflection by a single normal shock 
wave. For convenience we define the admittance 
function Ao to be the negative of the definition 
(2. 1), and shown in Figure Za: 
(2. 11) 
Substitution of (2.9) a, b into (2. 11) leads to the 
relation between P + and P _, P + = 13 P _ with 
(2. 12) 
Beca\:LSe this is a linear problem, the ·a.mplitude 
of thel oscillations cannot be unambiguou.sly 
specified and we are free to specify a constant 
somewhere in the problem. It is convenient to 
choose P = 1 so (2.9) a, b may now be written 
iKz 
p' = (j3e 
-iKz -i(wt+ M.Kz) 
+ e ] e 1 
iKz 
u' = [j3e 
(2. 13 )a, b 
-iKz -i(wt+ M.Kz) 
e ] e 1 
For later computations, it is helpful to ex-
press these formulas in terms of their magni-
tudes and phases. First write the quantity 13 as 
I 
[
(l+A )a + Aa.]l" 
or 01 
(I-A )a _Aa . 
or 01 
tan q:l = 
-2A . 
01 
(2. 14)a, b 
Then the pressure and velocity fields ca.n even-
tually be put in the form 
-i(wt+ M.Kz - 'f ) 
p' = Pel p 
-i(wt+M.Kz-'Ir ) 
u' = _1_ U e 1 u 
Pia i 
where 
P = 1 + \13\:1 + 2\13\ cos(2Kz+q:l) 
tall 'f p = 
- sin Kz + 
cos Kz + 
(2. IS)a, b 
(2. 16) 
(2. 17) 
(2. 18) 
(2. 19) 
It is ,particularly important to note that the 
distributions of amplitudes and phases depend only 
on thEI Mach number of the flow and on the ad-
mittaJ:Lce function for the upstream boundary. In 
Section IV this feature is examined further with 
some data. 
2.3 Acoustic Field in the Combustion Chamber 
The mode shapes observed in the combus-
tion chamber appear to be very different in 
LFRED and LlFRAM. Figure 3 shows the ap-
prOximate shapes; data are given in Section IV. 
The sketches are incomplete and do not clearly 
show phase relationships. The oppositely dir-
ected arrows in Figure 3 (a) are intendl!d to 
emph~Lsize that there is approximately a 'If phase 
differ'ence between the pressure oscillations in 
the ~'o ends of the chamber in LFRED. In 
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Fig. 3. Sketches of the Mode Shapes Observed' 
in the Combustion Chambers. 
contrast, the pressure field sketched in Figure 
3 (b) for LlFRAM appears to be in phase 
throughout the chamber. Only the envelopes are 
shown in Figure 3; there is no node shown in 
3 (a) because the position of pressure node 
actually fluctuates during a cycle of oscillation. 
Those results suggest that the oscillation 
in LFRED consists primarily of the fundamental 
longitudinal mode, while that in LlFRAM is 
dominated by a bulk oscillation. But both ap-
parently contain measurable proportions of other 
modes. This situation can be treated with the 
general analysis constructed first in reference 5 
and later applied to bulk modes in reference 6. 
Briefly, the formal task is to determine the 
natural modes and frequencies for the problem 
defined by the inhomogeneous wave equation with 
inhomogeneous boundary condition: 
(2.20) 
ii· I7p = - £ (2.21) 
In general the functions hand £ contain all in-
fluences of combustion, mean flow and the 
boundary conditions. The wavenumber kc dUlers 
from k used above because the speed of sound 
is different in the combustion chamber: 
k :: (i fa. )k. 
c c 1 
The solution to this problem is conveniently 
expressed in terms of Green's function chosen 
to satisfy the same wave operator and homo-
geneous boundary conditions: 
(2. Z2) 
n'VG = 0 (2. 23 ) 
Multiply (2.20) by G, (2.22) by p, subtract 
and ultegrate over the volume to Hnd 
Substitute (2. Z 1) and (2.23) and use Green's 
theor.!m: 
- -Finally, interchange rand r o , and use the 
property of G, 
G(~I ~o) :: G(~o 1-;) 
to find 
p(-;) =J G(-;I-;o )h.,dVo + ffG(-;I-;o)'io~So (2. Z4) 
This is the exact general solution but it is of no 
value without an explicit formula for G. The 
most useful form for use here is an expansion 
in th~~ normal modes. Write 
(2.25) 
wher~1 
(2.26) 
Ii· 7'lrN :: 0 (2.27) 
Substitute (2.25) into (2.22) and use (2.26) to 
find: 
(2.28) 
Now multiply by tM and integrate over volwne. 
We assume that the 'fN are orthogonal: 
The c:oeiIicients are then found to be 
AM :: ~ f (ka _ ka ) 
M c M 
Equaltion (2.25) for G is now. explicit: 
G :: L 'fN(-;)'fN(-;O) 
~ (ka _ ka ) 
. N c N 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
Now use (2.31) in (2.24) to give the pode 
l'haP~1 in the presence of the perturbations hand 
f: 
5 
The unperturbed bulk mode is 'fo :: 1 with 
ko = 0, so for the case of longitudinal oscilla-
tions only, ina chamber of length L :: L 
-
L i , c 
to :: ko :: 0 
z-L. 
'h cos(11' 
__ 1) 
k1 l1' = :: L L 
c c 
z-L. 2l1' 
* 
'fa :: cos(2l1' ~) ka :: L (2.33) L 
c c 
z-L. 311' 1 ~ t3 :: cos(311' r:;--) :: L 
c c 
For both LFRED and LlFRAM we are concerned 
with oscillations which appear to be dominated 
by a single mode--the bulk mode, to in LlFRAM 
and the first wave mode 'ft, in LFRED. For 
these cases p - 'fo plus distortions and p - t1 
plus distortions. In order to extract these forms 
from (2.32), the coeiiicients of 'ro and 'ill 
respectively must be unity, giving the results 
for the actual mode shapes and wave numbers: 
~l 'VN (-;) LlFRAM p = 'f 0 + ~ x 
LJ ~ (ka _ka ) 
N c N 
(2.34) 
ka 1 (JhodVo +fj!odVo} :: ~ (2.35) 
N;o!1 .. 
LFRED P 'ft + L 'vN(rl :: x ~ (ka _ k 3 ) 
N c N 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
Ii only the bulk and first wave modes are 
significant, then the mode shapes are simpler: 
* The ongln z = 0 is always at the shock, so 
z - 4 = 0 at the entrance to the combustion 
chamber. 
z-L. 
~~ p' = 1 + cos('II" --1) X L 
C 
ft1 hcdVo +#t1fo dSo (2.38) 
~(ka 
-
k~ ) 1 c 
z-L. 
~~ p' = COS(W __ 1) + L 
c 
f h,.dVQ +fifQdSQ (2.39) 
~k;J 
c 
We shall use only the results to first or'der'a so 
in (2. ]8), k~ "" 0 and in (2.36), ka "" k~ = !....; 
c La 
c 
also, ~ = V and Ef = V /2 where V is the 
volum" of the chamber, so the formulas for the 
mode shapes are:* 
2L~ :r.-L. p(;) = 1 ___ c cos('II" ---l.) X 
ITa V Lc 
z-L. 
(fcOS('II" r)hdVo + 
c 
z-L. L~ 
= cos('II" ---l.) + _c_ X 
Lc ITa V 
(2.40) 
In general, hand 'i are complex quantities, 
makinl~ the mode shapes complex functio,ns of 
position. This can be interpreted a.s a phase 
shift in time, depending on position in the 
chamber as shown already by (2.15). To illus-
trate further, write the time-varying prl=ssure 
fluc tua. tion as 
-iIIIt ( .) -iwt 
= p(;)e = (p r) + ip(l )e 
where 
I i) I 
A(i) 
tanql=P 
~ p 
----
= Ipl e 
i( -wt +ql) 
(:2.4Z) 
(:2.43) 
(:2.44) 
*Note that the fields are normalized by taking 
the first term in (2.40), and the coeific:ient of 
the fi.rst term in {2.4l} both to be unity. 
6 
Obviously, if p(i) = 0 then III = 0, or III = '11", the 
classical case for no losses. But for p(iJ ~ 0 
there is a. phase shift tan-1 (p(i) /p(r» which 
varies with position. Moreover, in general 
\1'\ will not exhibit a node because p(i) and p(r) 
will not simultaneously vanish. Thus, the en-
velope of the oscillations, as sketched in Figure 
3(a), does not show a zero. 
2. 4 Joining the Solutions (or the Inlet and 
Combus tion Chamber 
The formulas (2.40) and (2. 41) for the 
pressure field in the combustion chamber must 
be coupled to the field in the inlet. That pro-
cedure will eventually produce a formula deter-
mining the frequency of oscillations in the entire 
device. The coupling occurs at the interface of 
the inlet and combustor and is expressed for-
'mally by requiring that the acoustic pressure and 
mass flux be continuous. Figure 4 shows the 
relevant items. Subscript ( ) 1 ± denotes values 
Fig. 4. 
~ I t 
(:Ii)/~;-( u;),+ $.: 
t \ ~ 
e\® 
Sketch Showing Matching at the Inletl 
Combustor Interface. 
at the interface; the conditions to be satisfied 
are 
p' = p' 1- I + (2.. 45) 
(2.46) 
Note that the discontinuity in area must be ac-
counted for as shown by (2..46). Now on the up-
stream side, according to remarks in Section 
1. 1, (u')l =;;,. ii and on the downstream Side, 
z -
(u')l = - ;;, . Do where u' is the acoustic velocity 
z + c c 
in the combustion chamber. Thus we may write 
the combination of (2.45) and (2.46) in the form 
of an admittance function to be applied as a 
boundary condition on the waves in the combus-
tion chamber. First divide (2.46) by (2..45). 
= 
Assume that the speeds of sound and average 
pressures are dillerent in the two regions, so 
the normalized form of the last relation is 
u' . fa. 
2:1 1 
p! /')Ip. 
1 1 
a. 
(_1_)5. = 
- 1 
')I Pi 
a 
= - A. (--£..) 5 1+ - c 
')I Pc 
(2.47) 
where Ai+ stands for the combination (u~. n/p~) 
(')IP (.-a.). Now u'. and p! are given by (2.15) 
c c Zl 1 
a, b e'lfaluated at z = L i , so 
u~/ai ( a~ ) = 
p! Iyp. ')I Pl' 1 1 
(2.48) 
Hence according to (2.47) the admittancl! Ai+ 
presented to the combustion chamber by the 
inlet is 
= - (2.49) 
Because t , t are both real, the magnitude of 
u P 
Ai+ is always the ratio of the characteristic 
acousl:ic impedances, multiplied by the area 
ratio, the result to be expected from cl.usical 
acoustics. 
The functions hand f are deduced from the 
general conservation equations. For the pur-
poses here, eq. (7) in reference 6 applies, 
with the addition of a term represennng the con-
tributi.on from fluctuations of heat releaul. Thus, 
we have 
Because of" continuity of the mean flow, the first 
term vanishes;' 'f~ = 1 at both ends, so 
1:j a-=- --,vNM'dSo = - M.S. + M S 1 1 n n = 0 
The second term is 
where A is the admittance of the exhaust 
n 
nOZzlE!. We have now 
7 
where (2.49) is to be used for A i +. This result 
is required for the right hand sides of (2.35), 
(2.37), (2.40) and (2.41). The two cases, LFRED 
and LlFRAM will now be treated separately. 
2.4. 1 Acoustic Field in LFRED 
The proposal is that the acoustic field is 
dominated by the fundamental wave modes in both 
the inlet and combustion chambers. Distortion 
in the inlet is caused by interaction with the 
inlet shock system and with the waves in the 
combustion chamber. Variations of cros s-
section area also influence the wave system but 
probably to a lesser extent. In any case, the 
field in the inlet is assumed to be well approxi-
mated by the fundamental mode, slightly dis-
torted according to eq. (2. 15). 
On the contrary, the data strongly suggest 
that in the combustion chamber the acoustic 
field sufiers a strong distortion which involves a 
qualitative change of shape. It appears that 
while the wave mode is dominant, there is an 
important contribution from the bulk mode. That 
is the reason for including the second term in 
(2.41). Note that this form cannot be construc-
ted by using a simple wave with complex ampli-
rude and phase. To see this, expand such a 
function, 
If(z-L.) 
cost L 1 + til c) = 
c 
[cos lfLZ cos(tp 
. c 
1 
lfL. 
. lfZ . ( __ 1 ] 
- nn 1:' Slntpc - L 
1 C 
The average value of this function is zero, 
while the second term of (2.41) represents a 
non-zero average value, a pressure fluctuation 
which has uniIorm phase in the chamber. 
Note also that, unlike the treatment of the 
field in the inlet, the influence of the boundary 
conditions on the field in the chamber is not ex-
plicitly accounted for in (2.41). The field is 
assumed to be only slightly distorted in the 
vicinity of the inlet and exit planes, partly 
because the a.reas Si and Sn a.re significa.ntly 
smaller than the cross-section area. Sc' 
The two solutions to be joined are 
* -i(MiKz - 'fp) 
Inlet ~\ = P e (2.51) 
* This is (2. 15) a with the time dependence 
dropped. 
Combustion 
Cham,ber 
Zo -L. 
cos(~)dVoJ 
c 
(Z.52.) 
Equation (Z.5Z) is (Z.41) with (Z.50) substituted 
for the brackets. Joining the two pieces (Z.51) 
and ('~. 5Z) is achieved by satisfying the two con-
ditions (Z.48) and (Z.49) that the acoustic pres-
sure and mass flux be continuous. Use the 
formuJ.a (Z.49) for the admittance Ai+ assures 
continuity of the mass flux; continuity OJE the 
pressure required that (Z.51) and (Z.5Z) be equal 
at Z :: L., a condition which will fix the! ampli-
1 
tude l? of the wave in the 
where 
+ A S 
n n 
J[ QI_ X 
p' /YPc 
Zo -L. 
cos 1T(~)]dV 0 
c 
(Z.53) 
(Z.54) 
Equations (Z. 51) and (Z. 5Z) are now explicit 
formulas for the mode shape. The only remain-
ing task is to determine the complex wave-
nwnber k. From eq. (Z.37) with (2.50), 
a Zk 
ka = (~ ) + i yC [Ai+S i + AnSn c c 
(Z.55) 
Now insert (2.49) for Ai+ to find 
. a Zk S 
ka = (~ ) + i L c (An(S n) 
c c c c 
(Z.56) 
Ii the distribution of fluctuations of heat release 
is given, so qlr' qli are known, this if I a 
transc:::endental equation for the complex wave-
nwnbe,r. 
8 
Z. 4. Z Acoustic Field in UFRAM 
According to earlier remarks, and shown 
by (Z.40), the acoustic field in the combustion 
chamber of UFRAM seems to be dominated by 
the bulk mode. The arithmetic required to de-
termine the mode shape and wavenwnber is 
identical to the steps followed above. In the 
combustion chamber the pressure field is now 
approxiInated by the combination of (Z.40) and 
(2..50): 
Zk La 
1 - i __ c_ cos 
1T3 V 
R f QI dVo] 
a p C pllyp 
c c v c 
(Z.57) 
The field in the inlet is always given by 
(2.51), which, when equated to (Z.57) at z = L. 
gives P for this case: 1 
i(M. L. -'{t ) 
P = ell p (1 -
with 
[A.+s. 
1 1 
(Z.58) 
QI 
dVo (2..59) 
p'lypc 
Substitution of (Z.50), with '{t = cos 1T(z-L.)/L 
n 1 c 
into (Z.35) provides 
k = i yl (A.+S. + A S - S (qo +iqO')] 
c 11 nn c r 1 
(Z.60) 
Finally, with (2.49) for Ai+ we have the formula 
for the complex wavenumber: 
i S 
k = -L [A ~-c c. 5 
c c 
p.a. S. a 
(_1_1 )(2.) 
-- 5 pac 
c c 
i(", - '{t ) 
e u p 
(2.61 ) 
Once again, like (2..56), this is an equation for 
'the complex wavenumber, but the distribution 
of fluctuations of heat release must be known to 
obtain numerical values. 
Ill. Admittance Function for a Normal Shock 
Consider a normal shock initially stationary 
in a diverging duct, as sketched in Figure 5. 
Conditions upstream of the shock are supposed 
to be constant in time, although non-uniform in 
space. The problem is to determine the re-
sponse of the shock to a sinusoidal fluctuation of 
pressure, PII, immediately downstream of the 
shock. This motion produces a velocity fluctua-
tion, ~; the admittance function for the shock, 
denoted Ao above, is proportional to uO /p~. 
u, ______ ~- _____ .-
Fig. 5. Sketch of a Norma! Shock in a, 
Diverging Channel. 
3. 1 Quasi-Steadv Behavior of a Shock Wave 
We assume that the frequency of the fluc-
tuatio'n is sufficiently low that, the shock responds 
in a quasi- steady fashion so that the problem 
can be solved by examining perturbations of the 
relati.ons governing the behavior of a normal 
shock in steady £low 
(3. 1) 
_ [2yMf - (,,-1)] 
p..-Pt y,.l (3.2) 
When the shock moves, the upstream con-
ditions presented to the shock fluctuate for two 
reasons: because the shock has a velocity fluc-
tuatio,n itself, and because it moves through the 
non-u.nuorm average flow Held. Thus the fluc-
tuatio'n of upstream velocity, u{, for the con-
venticms defined in Figure 5, is 
u{ = - V~ + ~ • x' ~ dx s (3.3) 
A fluctuation of the speed of sound is also pre-
sented to the shock, 
and 
ber 
al' =.i!l. , dx ,xs 
the associated 
is 
Mi :: - .1. V' - al s 
(3.4) 
fluctuation of the Mach num-
+ dM1 • x' 
dx s (3.5) 
Finally, the shock experiences the fluctuation of 
upstream pressure due to its displacement, 
nJ __!!El. -' <". dx ~s (3.6) 
The derivatives of the mean flow prope:rties in 
(3.3) - (3.6) are deduced from the shape of the 
duct, but the shock displacement, x~, amd 
velocity V~ = dx~/dt must be computed as part 
of th.e solution, with Ill. 
The assumption of quasi-steady b~!havior 
implies that the relations (3.1) and (3. ~~) for 
9 
steady flow may be used with the variables re-
placed by the sums of steady values plus fluctua-
tions; set Ul - Ul + U{, etc., in (3. 1) and (3.2), 
and eventually the formulas can be deduced. 
ui :: al [V x' x s + V v'] v s (3. 7) 
~ = Pt [p x' + p v'] X s V s (3.8) 
where 
V 2 dM, :: ~ X (y-+-l)~ 
(3.9) 
V :: 
cl (~ - ~) 
v al (y-+-l) ~ 
(3. 10) 
~(~- Mt) dM, P :: dX x (y"l) (1+Yi 1 Mt) (3.11) 
P _.1.. 4yM. = ~ v al (3. 12) 
and 
.1 
M :: (ti)" 
0. 2 (3. 13) 
.1 
2 a 
MI3 :: (y-l) (3. 14) 
The Mach numbers MOo and MI3 are special. 
When M,. :: M
13
, V v vanishes and the velocity 
fluctuation (3.7) downstream of the shock de-
pends only on the shock displacement and is 
proportional to the gradient of the average Mach 
number utlstream of the shock. Thus in a uni-
form duct, d~ /dx :: 0, no velocity fluctuation 
is produced by the shock wave in response to a 
pressure fluctuation downstream and the wave 
appears as a rigid surface. 
U Ml = Mo.' P x :: 0, and a small displace-
ment of ths shock produces no change in the 
pressure downstream. The significance of the 
Mach number MOo has been noted by Crocco 
(ref. 7). Interpretation of both MOo and Mf3 are 
more clearly understood by writing (3.7) and 
(3.8) in the forms of Taylor's series expansions 
to !irst order: 
oXs + (lEa..) 
, ov s x 
s 
ov 
s 
ov 
s 
(3. IS) 
(3.16) 
We consider only the two partial derivatives 
which vanish at the Mach number MOo or M .... 
First note that I" 
(3. 17) 
where ( )0 indicates that the derivative is to be 
taken with the upstream, stagna.tic:ln conditions 
fixed. One may then easily show that 
(dps) 2yM. (~ - ~) 
dM" = P1 rl (1+ y~l ~) (3. 18) 0 
Thus (3. 17) is exactly P1 P x as required in (3. S), 
and Me, is indeed the value of upstream Mach 
numbl~r at which the downstream static pressure 
reaches a stationary value (it is in fact a maxi-
mum) as the upstream Mach number is changed 
with the upstream stagnation pressure fixed. 
To compute 
(3. 1): 
It is easy to show that if the ambient speed of 
sound is held constant, this expression leads to 
(~ -~) 
= (y-l) _o;;.~ __ _ (3. 19) 
(rl)~ 
which is .11 Y v in (3.7). Note that this result 
implil~s that requiring the shock position to be 
fixed, as speciiied initially. is equivalent to 
fixing the upstream static conditions. The 
reason is that formally the shock is fixed in 
position relative to the observer by sup,erposing 
the suitable uniform speed on the entire field. 
Thus the fluid upstream suffers a change of 
speed (- v s) which means that for the observer 
stationary relative to the shock, the stagnation 
conditions are changed but the static conditions 
are not, when compared with the case when the 
shock is observed to move. 
For comparison with calculations reported 
in reference 8, we use (3.7) and (3.8) to form 
an expre:ssion for the shock displacement when a 
steady oscillation is imposed on the do .... mstream 
pressure. Then Vi = - iw x' = - iwx
' 
e~:p(- iwt). 
s s s 
With the exponential time factors droppl~d, (3.7) 
and (3.8) become 
iwY Jx 
v s 
(3. 13) 
p. = P1 (p - iwP ] x 
x v s 
(3.14) 
Let x: denote the amplitude of the displacement 
So 
when w = OJ then the last two equation:! give 
x 
s 
X 
s,) 
= ---=~':":y­
1 -
. V 
lW'-y -
X 
(11, forcing) (3. 15) 
10 
= P (PI forcing) (3. 16) 
v p 1 - iw 
x 
These are the expressions for the frequency 
response of the shock wave, diiiering of course 
for the two cases corresponding to oscillations of 
downstream pressure or velocity. 
Figures 6 and 7 show the magnitude and 
phase of the shock displacement normalized with 
. --~----
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Fig. 6. NorYIlal Shock Displacement: Response 
to a Downstream Pressure Fluctuation. 
respect to the values for w = 0, given by (3.15) 
and (3.16). Note that there is considerable de-
pendence on both the Mach number upstream of 
the shock as well as its gradient. This is a 
signiiicant diiierence from the result first re-
ported in reference 9 and subsequently widely 
used. 
The reason for the dillerence arises froYIl 
diiferences in the manner of handling conditions 
downstream of the shock wave. In reference 9, 
the forcing disturbance is supposed to exist at 
SOYIle plane displaced from the shock wave. 
Some additional computations are required to 
connect that disturbance with the fluctuations 
immediately downstream of the shock wave. 
Here we suppose, on the contrary, that the 
forcing disturbance (e. g. an acoustic wave) ex-
tends to the downstream edge of the shock. We 
therefore do not require the additional computa-
tions noted, which we believe should not be in-
cluded whenever effects of the shock wave are 
to be accounted for as part of a boundary con-
dition. 
More useful for the analysis constructed 
in Section II is the admittance function, 
I" '~ 
'\ ' 
I \ ~ \ , 
~V5 ~ '\'~"'" 
0 
1 
'\ ,. 
.-, 
,,-
/ l 
/ 
/ 
I 
-" 
¢. /11l'1"1~ '" CiI!7ar 
(RIoDIAHS) 
" AL, 
v ... 
-1 
Fig. 7. Normal Shock Displacement: Response 
to a Downstream Velocity Fluc:tuation. 
proportional to the ratio of (3_ 13) and (3_ 14)_ 
Note that the properties downstream of the shock 
are those appropriate to the inlet, so ~.fe - .M;, 
etc. Substitution into (2.11) gives 
1 Pia.i VlC - iwVv 
Ao '" Y ~ p _ iwP 
x v 
(3. 17) 
This is strongly dependent on three quantities: 
the f:~equency, the Mach number upstream of the 
shock wave and the gradient of the Mach number 
at thc~ location of the shock wave. The real and 
imagi.nary parts of (3. 17) are 
1 p.a. V P _ 'JJ3 V P 
A _ ...u. x lC v V = 
or Y Pl al pOI + w3 p01 
(3. 18) 
X v 
1 Piai w(V x P - VvPx) 
A v = oi Y Pl al pOI + w3 p01 
X V 
(3. 19) 
Figures 8 through 10 show the re'il.1 and 
imagi.nary parts of the admittance function for 
three values of the gradient of the Mach number. 
chou:n to be useful in later discussion of the 
data_ The dependence on the Mach nWl:lber 
gradient is particularly striking. 
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N .. Distributions of Phase and Amolitudes 
Figures 11 and 12 show the phase and 
amplitude distributions observed in the LFRED 
and LIFRAM engines. We now make Ulle of the 
analyses constructed a.bove to interpret qualita-
tively some of the features. The discussion is 
necessarily incomplete because at this time we 
have no detailed representation of the combus-
tion processes. 
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FRECWENCY HZ. 
QU:E 
a. ft/sec 
1 
L. ft 
1 
M. 
1 
it 
(A~= 0 ft 
(~:) ft-t 
dx Shock 
.f.Q1I11B USTOR 
a it/sec 
c 
L ft 
c 
A ft 
LFRED 
Z50 
1610 
1. a 
.55 
4.5 
6.4 
4 
Z600 
4. a ( ... A/Z) 
10.4 
LIFRAM 
116 
1495 
3.3 ("= A.i4) 
.Z5 
lZ. 1 
12.9 
0.4 
Z600 
3.9 
22.4 
Table 1. Some Characteristics of the I.FRED 
and LIFRAM Engines. 
Table I is a compilation of the physical 
characteris tic s which will be used. The acoustic 
wavel,engths have been calcula.ted with estimated 
averal~e speeds of sound and the observ!~d fre-
quoci!.s. If the mean flow is ignored, A. = a/f, 
but if the mean [low Mach number is not small, 
then !!q. (Z. 10) gives the value A = (l-M~)(a/f); 
both values are given for the inlets. 
The lengths given in Table 1 are cLpproxi-
mate values, since the ends of the inlets and 
combustors are not precisely defined. 'Two con-
clusions are noted in the table: a quarter wave 
fits v,ery closely in the inlet of LIFRAM; and a 
half wave nearly matches the combustion 
chamber of LFRED. These observations initi-
ated the general approach taken here and de-
scrib!!d above in Sections I and IL 
On the contrary, the inlet of LFRJ::D spans 
only c.t wavelengths and the combustion chamber 
of LIJi'RAM seems to be nearly six wav!~lengths 
long. The first apparent discrepancy is due to 
distortion of the acoustic lield by the large 
flow !Ipeed: note that in fact the length of the 
inlet :is very closely one quarter of the wave-
length calculated for zero flow speed. 'That a 
half wave is so much shorter than the combus-
tion chamber of LIFRAM (i. e. the frequency of 
the w:aves is relatively lower than one would 
expect based on the behavior observed for 
LFRED appears at least partly to be due to the 
use 0.( side dumps and partly to the fact that 
the inlet and combustion chamber have ,Lpproxi-
mately the same length. Full resolutioll of this 
clear distinction between LFRJ::D and LIFRAM 
must await subsequent work. 
Thus it seems possible to explain qualita-
tively some of the structure shown by the data 
prese;c.ted in Figures 11 and lZ_ Th.e_ a,coustic. 
13 
amplitude observed in the combustion chamber 
of LFRJ::D seems dominated by a half-wave (the 
pressure fluctuation is largest at the ends and 
nearly vanishes at the center); and the amplitude 
in the inlet of LIFRAM is maximum at the for-
ward end, and minimum at the aft end, so the 
field is apprOximately a quarter-wave. 
Now consider in more detail the pressure 
field in the inle t, given by (2. 15) a: 
-i(wt-+· M.Kz - 'f ) 
p' = Pe 1 p (4.1) 
P = 1 + 1131 3 + Zll3lcos(ZKz+~) (4.2) 
tan'fp = cosKz + (4.3) 
where, from eqs. (Z.18) 3., b: 
(I+A3 )+A3, 
113\ = or 01 
(l-A )3+ A3. 
or 01 
(4.4) 
ZA, 
tan(%) = ___ ...;.;01:.... __ 
(1 _ A3 ) _ A3. 
or 01. 
(4.5) 
The distributions of amplitude and phase depend 
on frequency, Mach number, and the real and 
imaginary parts of the admittance function for 
the shock wave. For given frequency and Mach 
number-known from test results--the variations 
of amplitude and phase observed in the inlet 
should thereiore, provide quite specific informa-
tion about the real and imaginary parts 0.£ the 
admittance function for the shock wave in the 
inlet. The inlet may be viewed essentially as 
an impedence tube which can be used to meas-
ure the impedance (or admittance) of the shock 
system in the diffuser section. 
In Figures 11 and 12, the phase and ampli-
tude distributions have been plotted with the 
values of frequency and Mach number listed in 
Table 1. The values for the real and imaginary 
parts of the admittance function used are in-
dicated in the figures, and also in Figures 9 and 
10 corresponding to LlFRAM and LFRED res-
pectively. They are swnmarized in Table 2. 
LFRED LIFRAM 
k = Ztrf>... fe l .5 
~ 1.Z 1.6 
dM, ft-1 4 0.4 dX"'" 
Aor -.9 -. 15 
A. +1. 0 +. 15 
01 
Table Z. Swnmary of Values Used to Calculate 
the Amplitude and Phase Distributions 
Shown in Figures 11 and 1Z. 
The agreement between the theory and the 
obserlrations seems to be fairly good, i1 the 
approximations and uncertainties are recognized. 
Note that the predicted amplitudes for both 
LFRED and LlFRAM are unsatisfactory near the 
inletlcombustor junction. This is at la:!t partly 
becau,se we have ignored blockage by grids and 
injection hardware, and partly, especially for 
LIFRAM, because the one-dimensional a,pproxi-
matiorl is not particularly good in the rl~gion. 
The Luge differences between the data points and 
the calculated values near the shock are partly 
due tel uncertainties in the data: the pressure 
gage was very close to the shock and possibly 
the shock traversed the gage. 
Perhaps more significantly, these results 
appa.rlmtly verify that l.arger values of the gradi-
ent of Mach number a.t the shock location produce 
wider ranges of the real part of the admittance 
functi(>n; those can be either positive or nega-
tive depending on the upstream Mach number for 
the shock wave. This is a particularly impor-
tant result of the analysis, for if the real part 
of the admittance is negative, according to the 
conventions followed here, the shock wave acts 
to attenuate acoustic waves. 
To verify the last conclusion it is simplest 
to return to the formulation described ir.1 Section 
2. 1. According to eqs. 2.6, the amplitude P4, 
of a small amplitude wave reHected fror:n the 
shock is ~ times the amplitUde P of tho incident 
wave. The magnitude of 13, given by eq. (2.14), 
is sm;lller than unity i£ Aor < O. Thus a wave 
reflected from the shock wave !uffers a reduction 
ot amplitude: the shock will, under these con-
dition!l, extract energy from any acoustic waves 
sustained in the downstream region. it is a 
curious result that there are rather broa.d con-
ditions (see Figures 8-10) when the shock wave 
will in fact add energy to the acoustic waves and 
is the:refore a destabilizing influence. 
The upstream Mach numbers for the inlet 
shocks are nearly the same for LFRED and 
LIFRAM. But the local gradient of Mach number 
is nearly ten times greater in LFRED, which 
produc::es ~ neg~tive value of the real part of the 
admittance function more than three tim~!s larger 
than f()r LIFRAM. Thus, the shock should be, 
according to theory, substantially more effective 
in atte,nuating acoustic waves than is the case for 
LIFRA,M. It may not be coincidental th.1.t in fact 
the amplitudes of oscillation observed in LFRED 
are ge:nerally much less than those exhibited by 
LIFRA,M; compare Figures 11 and 12. 
Now consider the pres sure distributions in 
the combus tion chamber, given by (2. 52) a.nd 
(2.57) with (2.49) substituted for A. : 
1+ 
LFRED 
----
j) 
c 
p.a. S. a i('f - '\I ) 
_ 
( 
_
_ 1 _1 )(_1 ) U P ( + . )] 
_ _ S e - q 1 r lq Ii 
pcac c 
(4.6) 
14 
LIFRAM 
p.a. S.:I i('f -if ) 
_ (--LL) (~e u p 
-- S c 
- (qo +iq .)] 
r 01 
(4.7) 
The wave number k in LFRED is given by (2.56), 
c 
differing by a. small amount from 1I'/Lc; in the 
second term of (4.6) we may substitute kcLc = 11'. 
In (4.7) we use (2.61). The pressure distribu-
tions are therefore 
LFRED 
(z-L.J S P ::0 cos 11' ___ 1_ + i[A ..1! 
c L n S 
c c 
s. a i(,+, -'f ) 
(...l.) e u p ( + . )] S • q lr lq li (4.8) 
c 
LIFRAM 
i('Y - 'f ) 
e u p 
- (qOr + iqOi)] 
(4.9) 
For the nozzle a.dmittance function, An' it 
is sufficiently accurate to use the result An = 
M
n
(y+l)/2 for a nozzle where length is short 
compared with the acoustic wavelength (ref. 10). 
Thus the only terms not known in (4.8) and 
(4.9) are those arising from the interactions 
with the combustion processes, qo and ql' 
equations (2.54) and (2.59). 
Define 
S . p.a. S. 3 
~I ;; ~Ir + i6 li A n _1_1 (...l.) X = S -n 5 
c Pc a c c 
(4.10) 
(4. 11) 
and the pressure distributions may now be 
written in forms displaying explicity and the 
amplitudes and phases: 
LFRED 
(z-L i ) t Pc '" [COS3 11' -r- + 1~1 la] 
c 
icp 
C1 
e (4.12) 
x 
LlFRAM 
----- (z-L.) t 
Pc :: [1+ 16.., 13 COS 3 1T ~J 
whert~ 
c 
~lr 
'" --~( z;'::_""Lr-""!. j---
1 
tancP :: 
Co 
cos 1T 
--r- -
c 
(z-L i ) I + ~or cos 1T -r:-
c 
(4.13) 
(4. 14) 
(4. 15) 
It is es sential that the corrections repre-
sented by ~ and ~1 be relatively smal.l. [or these 
results to be valid. Thus according to (4.13) 
there should be in LIFRAM only small deviations 
from uniform amplitude and phase, a feature very 
obvious in the data shown in Figure 12.. 
Equation (4.12.) shows that the amplitude 
distribution in the combustion chamber of LFRED 
should, as suggested in Figure 11, be v'ery 
closely a hali-wave. Note that the COrl"ection 
c.i, prevents the occurrence of a node (pc = 0). 
also shown by the data. The phase distribution 
is a bit more complicated. Suppose first tha.t 
~1 :: 0, so (4. 14) is 
o 
:: 
u z < L .... L 12, then 11 = tan-1(O/+I,:os zl) 
1 c cl 
while if (L. + LIZ) < z < L then -.l :: 
1 C c 
tan-1(O/-icosZl) where Z:: 1T(z-L.)/L. But 
1 c 
suppo~le ~1 i. 0 then for example at the aft end 
where cos 1T(z-Li )/Lc :: cos 1T :: -1, tanCll,: = 
~ /(- 1 - C. .) "'" c. /(- 1) which gives 1r 11 1r 
1T < 'P < 1T/Z providing A < O. This feature 
c: 1r 
too appears in the data plotted in Figure 11: 
the phase diiference between the [are and aft 
ends is only about 2 radians rather than 1T 
radians, the value for a classical haLf-wave. 
The s,olid lines in Figures 11 and 12 are 
based on the preceding observations. Equations 
(4.2) .and (4.3) give the amplitude and phase in 
the inlets; (4.12) and (4.13) give the amplitude 
and pha.se in the combustion chambers. Absolute 
values cannot be calculated. The analysis pro-
vides results for phase diiferences only, and 
becau~le the theory is linear, the amplihlde dis-
tribution contains an arbitrary multiplying con-
stant whose value has been adjusted to provide 
reasonable fit to the data. At this time the 
values of the constants l::.o and ~t are unknown so 
to thi!1 extent the predictions of the osci.Llations 
in the combustion chamber are necessarily quali-
tative. Demonstration that the apparently cor-
rect behavior predicted here really is that ob-
served will require much more detailed analysis 
of the combustion processes. The analysis must 
eventually be combined with systematic tests 
specifically intended to provide accurate data for 
amplitude and phase distributions. 
V. Concluding Remark.s 
The results described here must be re-
garded as only a beginning. We emphasize that 
the approach we advocate rests on an intimate 
joining of modeling, approximate analysis, and 
experimental results. The problems to be 
treated in ramjet engines are complicated and 
contain many uncertainties. It will not be pro-
ductive to try to formulate elaborate theories 
treasured for their alleged predictive powers. 
Solely because of the observed values of 
frequencies, there is little doubt that the oscilla-
tions we have trea ted involve predominantly fluc-
tuating velocities parallel to the axis of the 
engine. Almost all geometrical complications 
have been ignored; the only deviation from an 
uniiorm duct is the abrupt change of area at the 
juction of the inlet and combustion chamber. 
The sort of analysis we have constructed here 
can be extended to accomodate considerably more 
general geometries. But even for the WFRAM 
engine, the simple one-dimensional approximation 
seems to work quite well in many respects. A 
signiiicant consequence is that it is quite easy to 
acquire appreciation for the dominant influences. 
There is presently no reason to doubt that 
the sources of pressure oscillations in ramjet 
engines reside in the combustion chamber. That 
problem is accommodated by the analysis, but we 
have not treated it here. Therefore, even though 
the general analysis can be used to predict sta-
bility, we have not examined the conditions under 
which small disturbances are unstable. Thus, 
we make no predictions of OSCillatory behavior 
in engines. Our purpose has been the more 
modest one of demonstrating as far as possible 
that an internally consistent description of ob-
served oscillations can be constructed. An im-
portant aspect of this procedure is that we have 
examined both amplitude and phase. The impor-
tance o[ the relative phase is well-known, but 
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its value in practical application has not often 
been recognized. 
The very obvious differences between the 
structures of the acoustic modes within the com-
bustion chambers of LFRED and LIFRAM seem 
to be due to diiIerences in the inlet/combustion 
chamber-geometry. Ultimately, of course, the 
details of the combustion processes and flow 
must also be involved. It is a useful result of 
the analYSiS, that in both cases the acoustic 
field may be viewed as superpositions of a bulk 
mode. having uniform amplitude and phase within 
the chamber; and the fundamental wave mode for 
a closed chamber. The axial dump configuration 
favors excitation of the wave mode while the bulk 
mode is evidently more easily sustained, and 
therefore dominates, in the side dump configura-
tion. 
Longitudinal oscillations excited in the com-
bustion necessarily leak upstream into the inlet. 
This is nearly a uniform duct, and one may view 
the combustion chamber as essentially a source 
of plane waves propagating upstream to the dif-
fuser, there to be reflected back downstream to 
the exit of the inlet. Thus, the amplitude 
attai:Cled by oscillations in the combusticm 
chamber depends on the strength of the driving 
mechanism, associated with the combustion pro-
cesse:s; on attenuation by the exbaust nc)zzle; 
and on the action of the inlet duct. 
According to the model we have construc-
ted here, the most important part of the inlet 
is thl! shock system in the diffuser which we 
represent as a single normal shock. Calcula-
tions of the admittance function--essentially the 
frequency response--for a normal shock wave 
exposed to small pressure oscillations down-
strea.m have led to two important conclusions. 
First, the admittance function is a strong func-
tion elf three variables: the frequency of 
oscillations; the Mach number just upst:ream of 
the shock; and the gradient of Mach number at 
the location of the shock. Second, a nc~rmal 
shock. wave may act either to attenuate or to 
ampUiy acoustic waves. 
Comparisons of numerical results with 
observed values of amplitude and phase in the 
inlets of LFRED and LIFRAM shows tha.t, for 
the d;a.ta examined, the shock waves in both 
engin,es act to attenuate acoustic waves in the 
inlet. This conclusion follows from calculations 
which. also demonstrate the predicred values of 
the admittance [unction for the shock wa.ve are 
consistent with distributions of amplitude and 
phase observed in the inlets. The results are 
partic:ularly interesting because the freqluencies 
and values of Mach number gradient arc~ very 
different in the two engines. 
For practical purposes, the most signific-
ant general re suit of this work is tha t the shock 
~ystem in the inlet exerts a strong. if not dom-
inant. influence on oscillations excited i.n the 
combustion chamber. Specifically. the designer 
apparently has a direct control through choice of 
the Mach number gradient at the location of the 
shock wave in the diffuser. Of the two cases 
examined here. the more severe oscilla.tions 
occurred in LIFRAM for which the gradient and, 
according to the analysis. attenuation by the 
shock wave, were lower. We emphasize that 
becau,se of approximations central to thle analysis, 
and because only limited data have been exam-
ined. these conclusions have not been firmly 
established beyond question. The mathr clearly 
merit:s extensive study. 
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